Welcome to our 58th Edition of “Big School Buzz” as the seasonal rains quench our
country’s thirst. We trust that you will find this month’s edition of great
value again as we strive to provide you with ‘edunews’ you can really use
– from educational updates and lifestyle trends, to exciting new
product launches, technological breakthroughs, and more. We’ll
keep it light, fresh and informative, and an absolute joy to read
at all times. Please feel free to pass it on to your fellow
colleagues, friends and family as we grow the “Big School
Community”, together. And be sure to lend a hand and light up a life,
wherever you can. Keep in touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Living And Learning In A Fast Changing World. Technology from the wheel,
to the printing press, to the mobile phone, has shaped human history and
will undoubtedly continue to do so. Today, computers and the digital
revolution are spreading across the globe, creating connections we have
never before imagined and possibilities and perils only before dreamed of in
science fiction. Whether it is called the second machine age, the Digital Revolution, or the 4th
Industrial Revolution, technologists, economists and academics are all concerned with recent
rapid technological advances and what they imply for the future. While artificial intelligence,
exponential increases in computing power, and expanding mobile networks hold promise to make
our lives easier and safer, they also threaten to leave those at the bottom of the pile even further
behind, if not evenly distributed. >>>
Fostering Creativity And Creative Thinking. We as parents and educators
should be fostering creativity and creative thinking by nurturing and
encouraging the colourful ‘originality’ and creative expression in our
children. Educators know that a curious, creative spirit is key to complex
problem-solving, and that preparing 21st century learners requires more
than fortifying them with core academic skills only. Encourage kids to make mistakes and fail as
part of the ‘aha’ discovery process. Yes, fail – kids who are afraid of failure and judgement will
naturally curb their own creative thought. Share the mistakes you’ve made recently, so they get
the idea that it is ‘okay’ to slip up. Unleashing the creative potential of every child is in our
national interest and it’s our moral responsibility. The world we live in is changing at a rapid pace
and our children must have the ‘creativity skills’ that will allow them to engage with and
contribute to change. >>>
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Classrooms As Morphing Learning Spaces. The rigid, inflexible format of
the traditional classroom box is dead, and has to change. Today’s students
require an active and stimulating learning environment – they need their
‘edu-surroundings’ to support co-learning, co-creation and open discussion.
The multiplicity of teaching methods and the broad spectrum of everyday
school activities require intelligent spatial differentiation, i.e. functional learning landscapes
that make a given space usable for a variety of purposes. Institutions should consider how
flexibility and variety work with pedagogy, technology and space to support how learning happens
in active learning classrooms, providing a dynamic and harmonious teaching and learning
environment for optimum performance, within the classroom setting. >>>
School Excursions And Knowledge Building. In education systems, a school
loses its quality of being a societal school if it keeps itself isolated from its
surroundings. Schools are charged with transmitting a society’s culture,
order and structure to the coming generations as part of the learning
process. And school excursions and knowledge building forms an integral
part of this overall objective. Field trips take students to locations that are unique and cannot
be duplicated in the classroom. Each student observes natural settings and creates personally
relevant meaning to the experience. Interactive exhibits help students play with concepts,
activities often not possible in the classroom. Experiential learning is authentic, first-hand,
sensory-based learning. Experiential activities explore, touch, listen to, watch, move things,
dissemble and reassemble. Learning consists of grasping an experience and then transforming it
into an application or result, inspiring imagination and increasing emotional awareness. >>>
Fold And Fly Your Own Paper Plane For Hours Of Fun. The first real
aeroplane was designed, built and flown in 1903 by the Wright brothers.
Today, over 115 years later, there’s still something quite enchanting about
watching your own paper creation flying effortlessly through the air. The
most amazing thing about a paper aeroplane is that all you need to make one
is a single sheet of A4 size paper (100gsm), nothing more. A few key folds, a couple of adjustments,
and you have a superb paper flyer, ready for launch. After the kinetic energy (the energy you put
into it by throwing it) of the initial throw has dissipated, paper planes become charming little
gliders, powered by gravity. As the plane descends, its wings deflect air backward and downward,
providing thrust and lift. What a fun way to spend some leisure time! >>>
Packing A Trash-Free Lunch Makes Sense. The trash generated from the
consumption of so-called convenience foods is astronomical when you
multiply it by all the children attending school, globally. One look at the
trash cans after a single school lunch break is enough to make you stop and
reconsider what you pack into your child’s lunch box each day. Say no to
juice boxes and single-use plastic water bottles, and paper serviettes are taboo too. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:
 Talking Books improves livelihoods and supports skills development. >>>
 Edible schoolyards create school communities of wellness. >>>
 Active exercise improves academic performance. >>>
 Solar cow at a school powers an entire African village. >>>
 Nameless Paints develops creativity and free thinking in kids. >>>

